
Import through API�- This method is commonly used for cur-
rent setups that have API functionality. It allows you to import 
your domain, along with its configurations—seamlessly.

New Domain Wizard  - This application allows you to manually 
add domains to your account with assistance from the wizard.

Import through AXFR - The AXFR Transfer is best for 
performing a direct zone transfer into the Constellix name 
servers from an external name server.�

Import from Zone File - This method assists in importing from 
a zone file if you have a text-based zone file in BIND format for 
your domain.

Manually add using the New Domain Wizard�- While the 
Domain Wizard is not an import tool, it will certainly guide you 
through the steps to add domains and services.�

Manually Add Records - This method offers the most 
customizability by allowing you to manually add records, apply 
advanced configurations, record modes, etc.

Check your current vendor’s contract release 
date to make sure you are not locked in and are 
legally able to switch

Establish DNS service with the new provider 
before canceling the old one

Ensure that your records are up to date

Export your zone file from your current provider

Import the zone file to your new provider�

Import DNS Records from a Zone File - BIND 
format file required

Import Domains with API Keys - 
API credentials required

Import DNS Records from a template - 
Template required (Create your own or use one 
of our customized templates)

Retrieve your assigned name servers for your 
domain within your new Authoritative DNS 
provider

Delegate your assigned name servers from 
your current Authoritative DNS provider at 
your Registrar

Your registrar will cache the old name servers for 
48 hours by default. We recommend waiting at 
least 72 hours before removing domain records 
from the old provider to avoid any issues.

Let your users know when to expect 
maintenance as an extra security measure

Adjust the TTL (Time to live) of your resource 
records to assist in minimizing downtime and 
DNS propagation delays

Lower the TTL to 5 seconds with your current 
provider before the migration takes place

Raise the TTL to 3600 seconds (2 hours) or to 
your preferred TTL within your new provider 
after the migration is complete

Constellix DNS 
Migration Options�

Import Domains through AXFR transfer - 
Nameserver with AXFR transfer enabled 
required

Evaluate services and limits of both DNS 
configurations before attempting to 
replicate files
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DNS MIGRATION CHECKLIST
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